
Proposed 2022 ChiCycle Pop-up Summer Mini Musical Eco-fair Events

With the objective of promoting walking, cycling and active travel, ChiCycle plan to hold several 
pop-up mini eco-fair events this summer. 

The events will include performances from an eclectic mix of local music acts and provide 
opportunities for groups such as Transition Chichester and Ecochi to run small stalls promoting 
stainable living.

Need for motor vehicle dependency will be eliminated by having all equipment and musical 
instruments brought to venues using active modes of transport (such as cargo trikes/bikes). 

Pop-up eco-fairs will be advertised as family events that people can easily reach on foot or by bike. 

ChiCycle are liaising with Richard Turnbull of Chichester Cycling Without Age to allow any 
mobility impaired attendees to catch convenient rides to and from the events by trishaw. 

ChiCycle are also liaising with Richard Lanchester of Soundscape Solar Stage who is developing a 
pop-up mini music stage that can be shoehorned inside a Christiana Cargo Trike. Richard’s pop-up 
stage uses e-bike technology to store solar and/or bike powered energy to power musicians 
electronic instruments and equipment.

We aim to locate all event venues within reasonably walkable distance of public loos. The cost of 
providing portable toilets would be prohibitively expensive for a small community run project and it
is important we can maintain comfort for everyone in the audience.

To meet licencing requirements, ChiCycle will cap absolute maximum combined 
audience/organiser size to 499 people. However, ChiCycle do not foresee having audience numbers 
exceeding 100 people at any of the events. 

Proposed locations and dates are as follows:

• Whyke Amphitheatre Sunday June 12th Performances between 2pm & 4pm
• Oakland's Park Sunday July 3rd Performances between 2pm & 4pm
• Florence Park Sunday 7th August Performances between 2pm & 4pm
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